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What is it? 
The classic dating game show – a chance for 

colleagues to be thrown together with a mystery 

figure in the name of love… 

Everyone’s adopted mum ‘Our Cilla’ plays 

matchmaker in a hilarious display of saucy questions 

and flirty banter. Who is behind that screen?  

And who will be spending the evening with you? 

The decision…is yours! 

How does it work? 
Three suitors attempt to win the attention of a  

single player by answering a set of questions.  

These contestants are hidden from the player’s  

view by a screen, so impressions are formed via  

their responses only. 

Who features in the game show is up to you: 

Colleagues may try to charm other colleagues,  

or alternatively battle it out to impress a model,  

look-a-like, or actual celebrity! 

Following the format of the original TV show,  

‘Our Cilla’ introduces each of the three contestants, 

and then the lucky player they are trying to romance. 

The player then asks three, often bizarre questions, 

and each of the contestants reply as best they can 

to capture the interest of their would-be-partner. 

After three questions, our disembodied voiceover 

man ‘Graham’ entertaingly sums up the three 

contestants to ‘help’ the player with their decision. 

The player then announces to everyone which of  

the three they want to spend the evening with. 

Once the choice has been made, the player is 

introduced to the two contestants they turned  

down. Then the screen slides back and the  

winning couple meet face to face! 

The winning couple can be handcuffed together  

for the rest of the event, seated at a pink heart 

shaped table at the front with a bottle of 

champagne, or take part in another  

activity together. 

Later, the couple report back to the audience  

on the outcome of their date. Will it end in  

romance, or absolute disaster? 

Who is it suitable for? 
• All age ranges, organisations and backgrounds 

• Employees, clients or families   

• Most effective for large organisations where 

 colleagues lack familiarity 
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Number of people 4–100 or more  

Duration From half an hour  

Venue / Logistics Indoor or outdoor. Can be held at any venue, or even at the office 

What we supply 

Our Cilla’ (host), voice of ‘Graham’, full AV system and all necessary 

equipment for each round. 

Pre event planning, scripting and on site management.  

Special consideration Contestants should be volunteers  

Pricing Price on application  

Health and safety Risk Assessed & £10million Public & Product Liability 

Timing and Logistics: 

What are the benefits and outcomes? 
• Great entertainment for a group of any size  

• An exciting way for guests to meet and socialise 

• A lively finale for any conference or dinner 

• A match made in heaven..? 

 

Enhancements 
• Blind Dating is a great after dinner or post 

 conference activity 

• Feature models, look-a-likes or celebrities as  

 the object of colleagues’ affections: Why  

 not have Freddie Flintoff, Keith Chegwin,  

 Natasha Kaplinsky or Melinda Messenger sat in  

 your Blind Dating seat? 

• Combine with other quizzes to create a full    

 day/evening of game show entertainment 

• Prizes can be branded and themed to your  

 company or venue 

• As well as answer questions, contestants can  

 take part in a variety of challenges, from crazy  

 golf to pedestal joust. How far are they willing  

 to go for a date? 
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